A collection of

40 illustrated storybooks
which aims to teach children how to respect themselves
and their family, friends and neighbors, as well as
the surrounding environment

Me and my family (7 titles)
1 Empathy • My feelings are mishmashed
2 Self-Esteem • I want to do it
3 Confidence/ Reliance • My dad is Superman
4 Independence • Our bodies are amazing
5 Love • The most precious sibling in the world
6 Filial Piety • My one and only blanket
7 A feeling of security • When I am happy
Safety and health (6 titles)
8 Etiquette • Hi Ostrich!
9 Disease prevention • Scrub Scrub! Brush Brush!
10 Moderation • Come out poo!
11 Safety • Wait, be careful!
12 Order • Where are you hiding?
13 Pride • Let’s play charades
Friendship (7 titles)

Introduces 40 different characteristics in 6 different categories
Offers fun activities and teaching guides at the back
of the books to stimulate parents’ and children’s interactive learning
Teaches children about important and must-learn characteristics through
friendly illustrations and interesting stories that draw children’s attention
Offers books in various shapes and formats to encourage
children to engage with the books as toys to play with

14 Happiness • The chimpanzee’s birthday present
15 Caring • We are good friends
16 Cooperation • The day we went on a picnic
17 Courage • The best leader, Toby
18 Patience • The small mouse and the big elephant
19 Gender Equality • Ronda’s pink balloon
20 Leadership • A dinosaur has appeared

My neighborhood (8 titles)
21 Harmony • A walk around the neighborhood
22 Volunteering • Vroom vroom! Where should we go?
23 Responsibility • Knock knock! Spring is here
24 Tolerance • Hey! Who stepped on me?
25 Sincerity • Changy’s Chuseok
26 Recognition • The farmer and cold medicine
27 Sharing • Simon’s winter story
28 Accept Diversity • Friends from all across the world
Nature, plants and animals (6 titles)
29 Respect for Life • An enormous egg
30 Dream • I’m curious! I’m curious!
31 Negotiation • Camping is fun
32 Fairness • Sarah’s day
33 Environment Respect • Bora’s summer story
34 Appreciation • What is it made out of?

Growing up,
growing wise

Environment and living (6 titles)
35 Control • The three little piglets’ bed
36 Expression • The exciting paint box
37 Creativity • Choo choo! Let’s make a train
38 Positivity • If I sleep one more night...
39 Unity • Please find my partner
40 Joy • Lalala how fun!
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Friendship

Me and my family
Children will learn to respect
themselves and know that they are
one of the family members. They will
grow loving hearts and the diligent
way of living with one another.
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Empathy

Self-Esteem

Confidence/ Reliance

My feelings are
mishmashed
Sophia felt good~ then
bad~ then she felt sad...
Her emotions changed many
times in just a day. Shall we
have a look at Sophia’s face
expressions and learn about
words that describe our
emotions?

I want to do it
Shall we have a look at
Hilary’s daily life? Are there
any similarities with your life?
Shall we also greet people
according to the place and
time just like Hilary?

My dad is Superman
I know that my mom, dad,
brother and even my grandpa
love me. However...there are
times when I don’t like them.
But I still really, really love
them. That’s because I can
feel the importance of family.
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Independence

Love

Our bodies are amazing
Head, shoulders, knees and
toes...Let’s learn the names
of our body parts and what
they do.

The most precious sibling
in the world
My cute younger sibling! My
younger sibling who likes me!
This is a present that I have
prepared for my precious and
sick younger sibling.
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Children will develop leadership skills
by learning how to discuss their
opinions and to care for friends and
other members of society.
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Cooperation
Happiness

Caring

The chimpanzee’s
birthday present
A~Z Want to play some letter
games?

We are good friends
I like apples! I don’t like
apples! The things we like
and dislike are different but
we are good friends who
share and do everything
together.
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The day we went
on a picnic
Even if you just hear the word
‘picnic’ you get excited. Let’s
have a look at how Tory and
his animal friends prepare for
their picnic.
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Respect for Life

Dream

An enormous egg
An enormous egg rolls off,
leaving for an adventure. It
meets many different animals
and lands in some dangerous
situations... Throughout this
adventure you will learn about
the animal food chain.

I’m curious! I’m curious!
What does the round egg
resemble?Animal eyes. Then it
transforms into a tadpole. It’s
become a frog? Huh? Just like
a word chain this book is a
word play game.
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A feeling of security

Patience

Leadership

Fairness

When I am happy
Wouldn’t it be great to go
to an art gallery and listen
to stories while looking at
the famous paintings? In
this picture book, you can
learn about some famous
paintings.

The small mouse and the big elephant
The small mouse and the big elephant are travelling on a rough road
to meet their friends. While searching for their friends they develop
the concepts of comparison and patience.

A dinosaur has appeared
A terrifying dinosaur has
appeared in a beautiful and
peaceful kingdom. Everyone
ran away because they were
scared, all except the princess.
Why do you think that is?

Sarah’s day
Let’s find out what people do
during the day and night.
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Courage
The best leader, Toby
The honeybee town has run
into danger. With courage,
Toby is letting others know
about the danger... How did
brave Toby manage to save
his town?
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Gender Equality
Ronda’s pink balloon
Stubborn Ronda only likes
one color until she meets a
color fairy who persuades her
that many other colors are
likable too.
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Harmony

Children will first learn to
understand and respect their own
neighborhood, community, and
country. Then they will learn about
respecting other cultures and
countries around the world.

Moderation
Etiquette

Disease prevention

Hi Ostrich!
The ostrich received an
invitation for a meal. Huh?
Wait a minute...How could he
eat the meal? The answer will
be revealed as you read this
picture book.

Scrub Scrub! Brush Brush!
Oh~ hospitals are really
scary! Then what do you need
to do to be healthy? Firstly,
shall we learn how to wash
our hands? And also how
to brush our teeth...in a fun
way! With excitement!
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Come out poo!
Infants in babyhood have
a tendency to get scared of
bowel movements because
of constipation. Shall we
learn about what we can do
to make bowel movements a
pleasant experience?
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A walk around the
neighborhood
Shall we have a look
at what’s around our
neighborhood? The hospital
near our house? The fire
station? The supermarket
that I like? Let’s have fun
while we look around my
neighborhood.
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Volunteering
Vroom vroom! Where
should we go?
Vroom vroom! The car that
drives my family around takes
us wherever we want to go.
We pass huge trucks carrying
heavy objects.
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Responsibility
Knock knock! Spring is
here
When the cold winter comes
how will Bomi feel about the
warm spring?
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Environment and
living
Children will learn and
understand about the surrounding
environments they live in. They will
learn to express their thinking and
feelings creatively, and will learn to
live in harmony with one another.
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Negotiation

My one and only blanket
The blanket that my grandma
had made for me.

My neighborhood
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Children will learn to care for nature
and to value the wild life around
them. They will grow to love the
natural environment.

Filial Piety

Safety and health
Children will learn to keep the
basic daily routines and rules to live
in a society. They will also grow to love
and have pride in what
they are doing.

Nature, plants and
animals
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Camping is fun
Hannah’s family went
camping. With no toy to
play with, Hannah and her
siblings find other things to
play with. Shall we have a
look at how Hannah and her
siblings enjoyed camping?
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Environment Respect

Appreciation

Bora’s summer story
This is a picture book that
introduces summer, one of
the four seasons. Let’s have a
look at the various things you
can do during summer.

What is it made out of?
There are many things in
nature that are shared with
us. Have a look at your
surroundings and try to share
your feelings of thankfulness.
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Expression
Control
The three little
piglets’ bed
As soon as the three little
piglets were born, the other
animals wanted to give them
wonderful presents, so they
wrote a letter. However...
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The exciting paint box
Painting is hard. Meet Mr.
Painter - he will introduce
you to many different
painting methods. A method
that you already know was
mentioned? Really?
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Creativity
Choo choo! Let’s make
a train
Do you know we can make
anything out of circles,
triangles and rectangles?
What can we make next?
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Unity
Safety

Order

Pride

Wait, be careful!
There are many dangerous
places around us. Shall we
learn about what to be
careful of and how?

Where are you hiding?
Minnie and Hoya are very
close friends. The secrets of
how to become close are
hidden in this picture book.

Let’s play charades
Let’s do some animal yoga by
mimicking animals such as
the hopping rabbit and the
courageous lion.

Tolerance

Sincerity

Recognition

Sharing

Accept Diversity

Positivity

Hey! Who stepped on me?
A bean rolls down a hill and
wakes a mouse. The mouse
wakes up the sleeping cat and
the cat wakes up the sleeping
dog. Squeak squeak, meow
meow, woof woof... Learn
the calls of many animals in
this book.

Changy’s Chuseok
What do you do on a holiday?
You can learn about our
culture through this book.

The farmer and cold
medicine
You want to grow up quickly
and become an adult, don’t
you? And you are interested
in may careers? Why don’t we
have a look at just how many
jobs there are available?

Simon’s winter story
This is a picture book that
introduces winter, one of the
four seasons. Although it is
cold there are many various
things you can do.

Friends from all across
the world
There are many diverse
friends who live in different
countries of the world. Shall
we find out what kind of
homes they live in, what kind
of clothes they wear and
what kinds of foods they eat?

If I sleep one more
night...
Numbers can be hidden in
many places. Shall we try to
find some of them together?

Please find my partner
Some objects need a partner
to be whole. Please find the
missing pair.

Joy
Lalala how fun!
Try doing physical play and
formative arts play while
listening to a variety of
children’s songs. It is good
fun.

